HAKI Safety

Slab edge with multiple clamps, standards and safety gates with
net

Multiple clamp
7155141 (8.1 kg)

The multiple clamp can be fitted both
horizontally and vertically as a holder
for the standard. It has a self-cleaning,
rugged thread and is designed for
material of thickness 70 – 370 mm.
The multiple clamp is used on edges of
slabs, tops of walls or similar, and on all
types of material.

Top of wall with multiple clamps, standards and guardrail frame

HAKI Safety is a further way of using HAKI’s basic components.
With the help of a couple of new components, you can fit temporary personal fall protection devices
onto slab edges and suchlike. The standard FSSH 1000 is fitted to a clamp and used as a guardrail
post. The guard consists of a safety gate with net SGF or a guardrail frame SKRD combined with a
toeboard.
Some simple accessories that make it possible to utilize HAKI’s scaffolding system even better
– as the HAKI Safety fall protection system.

HAKI Safety
Screw base joint
7155140 (1.6 kg)

The screw base joint is a
simple fixing for floor slabs
and other horizontal surfaces
of concrete, steel or wood.
The M16 screw of the
base joint is installed in an
embedded dowel or similar.
The screw is easy to replace.

Slab with screw base joints, standards, guardrail frames and
toeboards

If the distance or the angle
between a couple of guardrail
posts does not suit the modular
size of the rails, a gate bracket
is used for SGF or a guardrail
bracket for SKRD. The brackets
make it possible to place the next
standard at any distance or in any
direction.

The gate bracket SGF allows you to place guardrail posts
where you want when using safety gates with net

Gate bracket SGF
7053108 (4.3 kg)

Guardrail bracket SKRD

The guardrail bracket SKRD allows you to place guardrail posts
where you want when using guardrail frames
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7053109 (1.8 kg)

